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High Quality
 Italian Furniture

Exclusive by Andreotti is probably the biggest store in Cyprus in the field of unique, high quality Italian furniture.


The impressive 2000 sq.m. exhibition area assures an exceptional experience in the stylish world of high-end Italian furniture design by firms such us Roberto Cavalli Home , Gianfranco Ferre , Giorgio Collection, Corte Zari, Gallotti & Radice and many more, solely at Exclusive by Andreotti. Andreotti's signature is a guarantee of quality and service, since it has been successfully engaged in the furniture industry since 1974.
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Founded in 2014, the Gianfranco Ferré Home line is known for the refined, exclusive and elegant furnishings, expression of an eclectic, unmistakable and timeless style.














The King of Excess who Has Shown his Fisrt Collection in the Early of 1970 and Builted a desirable Lifetime Empire. His Furniture Collections are Characterised by Printed Leathers and Wild prints, with silk Velvets.














Galotti and Radice was established in 1955 from two incredible minds, the Pierangelo Gallotti and Luigi Radice. They had one vision and one ambition, the desire for artistic space dedicated to glass decoration.














The finest and most detailed craftsmanship, entrepreneurial spirit and service are the ingredients of the success of Giorgio Collection. Founded in 1956 by the Masolo family, the company has continued to intercept, foresee and stimulate different aesthet
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Our Brand Collection
	GIORGIO COLLECTION
	EICHHOLTZ
	GALLOTTI & RADICE
	ROBERTO CAVALLI HOME
	GIAFRANCO FERRE
	VITORIA FRIGERIO
	TRUSSARDI
	BIZZOTTO ITALIA
	CORTEZARI


Exclusive by Andreoti Home
	LIVING ROOM
	DINING ROOM
	BEDROOM
	CARPET & RUGS
	WALLPAPERS
	ACCESSORIES
	GIFT IDEAS
	OUTDOOR GARDEN PATIO
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